This paper mainly address the image compression by using Principal component analysis (PCA) 
INTRODUCTION
Image Compression means reduction in the size of image in such a way that there is less or acceptable level of degradation in the quality of image. The reduced image requires less storage space as compared to the parent image. Thus there is efficient use of memory which is a very important resource for any processing unit. Image Compression is also required to transfer images rapidly over internet. As compressed image requires less bandwidth then original image. The image compression is entirely different than that of the compression of text files or programs. The compression of text files or images should be lossless as if it is lossy then the entire sense of information is lost or error in the program results in mal functioning of the program. However small loss of information introduced in the image does not results in noticeable change in the quality of the image. Therefore image compression can be lossy in nature. In this paper we are studying lossy image compression technique i.e. image compression using JPEG technique and image compression using principal component analysis. PCA is mathematical tool which is used for reducing the dimensionality of data .PCA extracts major variation in the data sets while removing other insignificant components. PCA is compared with most commonly used image compression technique which is JPEG.JPEG is also a lossy image compression technique which start by separating the image into 8*8 pixel groups and applying DCT transform individual 8*8 pixel groups .In this paper PCA and JPEG compression are applied to the image and various parameter like PSNR and MSE is calculated for both of the compression technique. The Mean Square Error (MSE) and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are the two error parameter used to compare image compression quality
IMAGE COMPRESSION CONCEPTS:
Image Compression is characterized mainly into two: 
Block Truncation Coding:
Image is divided into blocks and quantizer is used to reduce the number of grey level in the image. This is done in a way that mean and standard deviation remain unaltered.
PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
PCA is process which is used for mainly minimize the no of variables or dimensions in Image compression. PCA computes most appropriate system of axis using the Singular Vector Decomposition.PCA is used because it computes most significant data characteristics with little loss of information.. Consider an example in which there are 25 images. The individual image has N 2 pixel. These N 2 pixel is converted into column vector .The final data is compressed say into vector of 20 dimension by applying PCA .Their is loss of information as the processed image has less information compared to the compressed image .Since there is a loss of information the PCA compressed is called lossy compression method. The compressed image is distorted version of the original image.
JPEG (TRANSFORM COMPRESSION)
JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Expert Group.JPEG is based on fact derived by fourier that low frequency content has more information or they are more significant as compared to the high frequency content.In JPEG image is broken into blocks of 8X8.These 8X8 bits are processed individually i.e this block or group is processed as 64 bytes.This 64 bytes are then converted into 2 to 20 bytes.This 2 to 20 bytes is a representation or approximation of the 8X8 group.8X8 group is preferred over other group because 8X8 group is standarized group which an integrated circuit can process.The KLT transform or PCA transform has more compression ratio then JPEG transform but the process of KLT is more typical as compared to JPEG transform.
DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORMS (DCT)
Image is broken into different frequency component using DCT. Quantization is the one of the most significant part of compression where less significant frequency term is discarded. This is the reason why we use the word "lossy". In decompression process most significant frequency components are used for the retrieval of the image. Since some of the frequency term is removed their is little distortion in the image. This distortion is compensated during the compression process. The following is a general overview of the JPEG process. l. Pre processing of the image is done that is if the image is coloured we convert it into gray scale image. This image is partitioned into 8x8 blocks. 2. The heart of JPEG is DCT. In the partitioned 8x8 block DCT is applied 3. Quantization of block is done to compress the image. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this paper PCA dimensionality reduction is applied to the image compression and parameters like PSNR and MSE has been defined. The PCA compression has been compared with the commonly used compression technique i.e JPEG. In PCA it was found that as the number of columns taken for the compression in PCA increases the perceptual quality of image increase. However the size of image also increases. In case of JPEG image it was noticed that the image perceptual quality improves as the quality factor increases..
CONCLUSION
In this paper we implemented image compression using PCA and JPEG .The parameter MSE and PSNR was defined for PCA and JPEG. The PCA uses dimensionality reduction for compression .PCA extracts major variation in the data sets while removing other insignificant components and JPEG uses Discrete Cosine Transform for image compression..
